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Most	scientific	
knowledge	
remains	

unchecked.	



Solutions	



1. Journals



Proposals must include Data 
Management Plan.

• Describe data and access 

• How data will be archived
for re-use

https://www.nsf.gov/eng/general/dmp.jsp

2. Funders

http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/research/datapolicy/

Publicly funded research 
data are a public good

• Make data discoverable 
and enable effective re-
use



3. Promoting benefits



5 selfish reasons
to work reproducibly

1. Avoid disaster

2. Easier to write papers

3. Easier to talk to reviewers

4. Continuity of your work/in the lab

5. Reputation



4. University teaching





Why should you replicate?

Learn Statistics

Publish

Reproducibility 
routine

• Real life data
• Author decisions
• Bugs included
• More fun than textbook

• When are published 
results really 
reproducible?

• Add value
• Publish faster
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How	to	
replicate	
a	study



Four main challenges in replication research

Challenge 1 Too many definitions of replication

Challenge 2 Too many articles – which one to pick?

Challenge 3 How to replicate systematically

Challenge 4 Publishing a replication study



Challenge 1: Too many definitions of replication



Use terminology accepted in your field

Duplication Replication

Verify	research	results	

exact	same	data	set
exact same	methods

Test	the	robustness	of	
the	original	research	
results

new	data
new	models

Political	Science	(see	King	2003)



In Psychology this would be…

Close	replication Conceptual replication

Verify research	results	by	
following original	study	as	
exactly	as	possible	
(participant	recruitment,	
measurements,	procedures,	
and	analyses).

Ideally	the	only	differences
between	the	two	are	the	
inevitable	ones	(e.g.	different	
participants).	

Test	the	robustness	of	the	
original	study	providing	new	
tests	of	a	theory (Simons	
2014)

Conceptual	replications	
assume	the	validity	of	the	
original	finding	and	
its	explanation	and	test	a	
generalization	of	it (Larzelere
et	al.	2014)







Four main challenges in replication research

Challenge 1 Too many definitions of replication

Challenge 2 Too many articles – which one to pick?

Challenge 3 How to replicate systematically

Challenge 4 Publishing a replication study



Challenge 2: Which study should I pick? 

Relevant research 
with impact

Results widely 
accepted but 
never checked Missing control

variables

Outdated
measures



Examples of a ‘good pick’

Reinhart & Rogoff. 2010. 
“Growth in a Time of Debt.”

Argument: high debt is 
associated with lower growth

Impact: 
• high journal (The American 

Economic Review)
• research was used by 

governments to justify 
austerity measures



Practical tips for choosing a study 

• Don’t select a study with methods that you don’t know 
or can’t learn quickly

• Study not older than 5 years and from a good journal 

• Data (and ideally software code) should be available

“By far the biggest problem was that some students 
picked papers that were

too difficult given their background.” 
Matthew Salganik, Department of Sociology, Princeton University
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Challenge 3: How to replicate systematically

Tip from my students: word document with
• screenshots of all tables and figures in original paper
• Copy paste models and results description

Project	Plan

1. Summary of main results to be replicated
2. List of main statistical methods you’d have to learn
3. Summary of data availability and access
4. Is the software code online?
5. List of ideas for how the paper could be extended with new 

data and methods
(from Matthew Salganik, Princeton)



Practical steps in a replication study

1 Select paper

2 Access data & code

3 Identify each variable

If you got to this point, you completed a duplication.

4 Reproduce tables, figures

5 Compare

2-3 weeks

3-4 weeks



Practical steps in a replication study (II)

6 Add value 
• new data
• new variables
• new model specifications
• theoretical contributions

7 Compare

8 Get feedback from peers

9 Journal submission

4-6 weeks

months

You now completed a full replication!



Adding value to a duplication

1. Theoretical contribution: questioning the arguments 
2. Statistical contribution

Sample	size:
Power	calculations	(how	big	should	the	sample	
be?)
More	years,	more	countries	(units)
New	samples	(experiments)
Different	subsets	of	your	data	set	(e.g.	only	
OECD	countries)
Missing	data handling	(multiple	imputation)

Model	specification:
Standard	errors	treatment,	LDV,	lags
Interactions
Dummy	variables
Omitted	variables
Reversed	causality
Adjusted	/	improved	/	advanced	models

Changing	measurements:
Change	of	variables:	%GDP,	log	transformation,	
different	ways	of	dealing	with	negative	values	
for	logging,	different	measurement	for	the	
same	variable

Robustness/Sensitivity	checks:	
How	much	do	betas	and	standard	errors	
change	when	we	change	model	specifications?	
Are	they	very	‘sensitive’	even	to	small	
changes/outliers?



Comparing your results with the original study

• A replication can fail at different stages. 
• Exact same data and methods: results cannot be 

duplicated. 
• New data, models, methods: you have to describe exactly

in which way, and at which step, the replication has failed
• Different measurements of concepts that are hard to 

operationalize, e.g. human rights, can naturally yield 
different results!

Clarify with precision the extent to which you 
were able to replicate the author’s results.

Gary King (2006)



What exactly failed to replicate?

Checklist:

• Could you not identify which variable is which in the original data?
• Was a transformation of variables in the original data set unclear?
• Were there errors in the original data set?
• How did the coefficients, standard errors, confidence intervals differ?
• How did the figures look different after replicating them?
• Did a small change in outlier treatment change the results?
• How did you measure the variables differently when ‘adding value’?
• Did you update the data (e.g. for the recent years or more countries) 

and the results changed?



Communicating failed replications

Be professional!



What replicators write

“We … find that coding errors, selective exclusion 
of available data, and unconventional weighting 
of summary statistics lead to serious errors” 
(Herndon et al. 2013)

“If we cannot even reproduce the original results 
using the same publicly available data, there is 
no need for further commentary.” (Miller et 
al, 2001)



How original authors often respond

“less realistic”, “inconsistent with the substantive 
literature,” and “of limited utility” (Mansfield, 
Milner, and Rosendorff 2002)

“fundamentally flawed” 
(Peffley, Knigge, and Hurwitz 2001)

“statistical, computational, and reporting errors 
that invalidate its conclusions” (Gerber and 
Green 2005:301). 
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Challenge 1 Too many definitions of replication
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Publishing a replication study

• Good replication studies get published

• Write a solid paper (puzzle, relevance, hypothesis, 
research design, findings, discussion) – as if it was 
an original piece. 

• In some fields (politics): Don’t sell it as a 
replication paper 
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Our	estimation	approach	builds	off	of	the	
methodology	and	data	used	by	Gomez
et	al.	(2007)	…,	adding	measures	of	electoral	
closeness	in	order	to	focus	on	how	the	
randomly	assigned	cost	(rain)	has	a	different	
impact	depending	on	the	electoral	
environment.



… we analyze a dyad-year data set (used by
Rauchhaus 2009) to examine whether existing
findings on the effect of symmetric nuclear weapons
possession on conflict are robust to the
improvements noted above. We find that once pre-
nuclear dyadic conflict is controlled for, symmetric
nuclear dyads are not more likely to experience low-
level conflict.
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I revisit these important questions by highlighting
some problematic aspect of the analysis by
Mansfield, Milner, and Rosendorff (2000).

Contrary to their central conclusion, I find that
whether the aggregate trade barriers are lower for a
democratic pair than those for a mixed pair depends
on the preferences of the decision makers involved.
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Journals Open to Replication (selection)

*original	study	was	published	in	the	same	journal
+	home	of	the	original	‘Many	Labs’	project
#	special	issue	dedicated	to	replications	(March	2015)
^this	journal	invites	replication	studies

Research	&	Politics	

Political	Science Psychology Economics

+** #

^



http://rescience.github.io/



Replications by Early Career Researchers

June 2015



Curriculum:
• Workshops: reproducible workflow 
• Replications as class assignment in stats 

course
• Replication projects for students

PIs:
• establish a culture of reproducibility & 

replication within your lab
• lab members replicate each other before 

journal submission
• cross-check your code
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nicole.janz@nottingham.ac.uk

@polscireplicate

Political Science Replication Blog
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Materials 
• King, Gary. (2006). How to Write a Publishable Paper as a Class 

Project,copy at: http://gking.harvard.edu/papers

• Janz, N. (2015) Bringing the Gold Standard Into the Class 
Room: Replication in University Teaching, International Studies 
Perspectives, Article first published online: 9 March 2015. Copy at: 
http://tinyurl.com/q2qnrvn

• Brandt et al. (2014) The Replication Recipe: What makes for a 
convincing replication? Journal of Experimental Social 
Psychology, Vol 50, pp. 217-224. Copy at: 
http://tinyurl.com/poe474k

• Markowetz, Florian (2015), Five selfish reasons to work 
reproducibly. Genome Biology 16:274. 
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Materials – Transparent Workflow

• Christensen, Garret (2016). Manual of Best Practices in 
Transparent Social Science Research 
https://github.com/garretchristensen/BestPracticesManual

• Open Science Framework. Transparency and Openness 
Promotion (TOP) Guidelines. https://cos.io/top/

• TIER Documentation Protocol 
https://www.haverford.edu/project-tier/protocol-v2

• Janz, Nicole & Figueiredo, Dalson (2017, March 13). 
Workshop: The Gold Standard of Reproducible Research. 
Retrieved from https://osf.io/2fqnw/ (slides, handouts)



Replication Recipe by Brandt et al 2014

• A good source, particularly for Psychologists, is this 
replication recipe:

BITSS Summer Institute 55June 2015


